Pathogenic enteric *Escherichia coli* in children with and without diarrhea in Maputo, Mozambique
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Abstract

A study was conducted on the circulation of potentially diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* in two groups of children, both under the age of seven. The first group (548 children) suffered from mild diarrhea and attended the Xipamanine Health Center of Maputo, in Mozambique. The second group (380 children) included randomly chosen, asymptomatic, children from the same population. A total of 503 *E. coli* strains were isolated from the two groups of children (n = 375 and 128, respectively). All *E. coli* strains were genotypically and phenotypically screened. The presence of virulence-associated genes was assessed by a set of multiplex PCR specific for *st* and *lt* genes of enterotoxic *Escherichia coli* (ETEC), *eae* and *bfpA* genes of enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC), *stx1* and *stx2* of enterohemorrhagic *E. coli* (EHEC), *ial* of enteroinvasive *E. coli* (EIEC) and the species-specific gene *uidA*. Adhesion and cytotoxicity of isolated *E. coli* were evaluated in vitro on different cell cultures. A total of 37 isolates harbored virulence-associated genes: 18 were classified as ETEC, (15 from symptomatic, and three from asymptomatic children), 16 as EPEC (respectively, 13 and 3) and three EIEC in the symptomatic group. No *stx1* or *stx2* genes, associated with enterohemorrhagic *E. coli* were found. On the basis of the adhesion pattern on HeLa cells, 167 *E. coli* were classified as diffusely adhering, (125 in patients and 42 in controls) and 67 as enteroaggregative, (50 and 17, respectively). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report in the literature on the circulation of potentially diarrheagenic *E. coli* in Mozambique.
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1. Introduction

Diarrhea is one of main sources of morbidity worldwide and a large proportion of cases is caused by diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* [1]. The circulation of different pathogenic *E. coli* is an important problem in developing countries, enhanced by many factors, such as climatic adversities, poor sanitation, malnutrition and AIDS related immunodepression. These high risk social–economic parameters lead to a favorable environmental condition for the emergence of new enteropathogenic organisms or strains especially in childhood.
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Monitoring and characterizing *E. coli* strains, relating to clinical symptoms, is crucial for epidemiological control, in order to survey the insurgence of genetic rearrangement of virulence factors and track the emergence of new pathogenic strains [2].

The epidemiological impact of each *E. coli* pathotype in childhood diarrhea varies with the geographical area around the world and specifically in Africa [3–7]. No studies have yet investigated the etiology of mild diarrhea in Mozambique, with particular attention to *E. coli*, and with both molecular and cytological approaches.

The different classes of diarrheagenic *E. coli* can be identified by the presence of genes coding for specific virulence factors that are absent in non-pathogenic strains. There are now at least seven pathotypes [1] classified on the basis of their clinical features and virulence properties. These are the enteropathogenic (EPEC), enterotoxigenic (ETEC), enterohemorrhagic (EHEC), enteroinvasive (EIEC), and the most recently identified enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC), diffusely adhering *E. coli* (DAEC) and cytotoxic distending toxin (CDT)-producing *E. coli*. Of these, EPEC, ETEC, EIEC, EHEC and EAEC are clearly associated with different clinical types of enteritis, while the other pathotypes are candidates as potential pathogens but their association with diarrhea has not been clearly assessed, and further studies are required to confirm their etiological role in enteric diseases [8].

The identification of diarrheagenic *E. coli* cannot be based only on cultural and biochemical criteria, since they are indistinguishable from the non-pathogenic *E. coli* commonly found in human feces. Moreover, specific serotyping is not always correlated with pathogenicity. The discrimination of ETEC, EPEC, EHEC and EIEC strains requires DNA target based screening by molecular techniques. Several PCR protocols, with both single and multiple target genes, have been recently proposed to identify each specific pathotype of diarrheagenic *E. coli* [9,10]. Each protocol has different features and needs specific procedures. In our study, we apply a set of multiplex PCR for the simultaneous and specific identification of enterotoxic, enterohemorrhagic, enteropathogenic and enteroinvasive *E. coli* [11]. Since enteroaggregative, diffusely adhering and toxin-producing *E. coli* are not defined by the presence of unique virulence genes, we based their definition on their adhesion to HeLa cells, and on their cytotoxic activity for cell cultures in vitro. In fact they represent the most disputed pathotypes, in which clear-cut virulence genes have not been identified so far; these still need to be better correlated with clinical evidence to ascertain their real pathogenic potential [8–12]. Since it is crucial to investigate and exclude the co-occurrence of other enteric pathogens, such as parasites and rotavirus, particular attention has been paid to their diagnosis. The present study, that lasted from March 1998 to March 1999, was undertaken to follow the circulation of potentially pathogenic *E. coli* among children under seven years with mild diarrhea in Mozambique. All children, were living in Xipamanine, a suburban neighborhood of Maputo, characterized by poor health and social conditions. This study focuses on the isolation of pathogenic *E. coli*, causing mild or atypical diarrhea, in order to better understand the disease inducing role of disputed pathotypes. During the period of the study, all the cases of severe diarrhea were referred to the cholera diagnostic unit, because of an ongoing cholera epidemic, and were therefore excluded.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample collection

Stool samples from 548 children with mild diarrhea (Group 1) attending the Xipamanine Health Center from March 1998 to March 1999 were collected and transported to the laboratory of Microbiology at the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Maputo. Individual forms were filled with identification data and description of fecal consistency and the presence of mucus or blood. Samples were then processed for microscopic examination for leukocytes and erythrocytes, parasitological examination and Rotavirus testing. A second group of 380 asymptomatic children (controls) were randomly selected in the same urban area and stool samples were collected and submitted to the same procedures. Children were not subjected to any antibiotic therapy in the week preceding the sampling. Informed consent was obtained from each child's parent.

2.2. Pathogen identification

Stool samples were microscopically examined for trophozoites and cysts of protozoa and intestinal helminth eggs and larvae, according to the following procedures: wet mounts both in saline and in iodine solution, modified Ziehl-Neelsen and trichrome staining of smears, and Ritchie concentration technique. Rotavirus antigens were detected in the stools by the Elisa Premier Rotaclone kit (Cambridge Biotech, Worcester, MA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. *E. coli* strains were isolated by culturing stool samples on solid media (XLD and MacConkey); preliminary identification was confirmed by API 20 E System (BioMerieux, Marcy L’Etoile, France). Isolated strains were grown in Luria Bertani (LB) broth, then frozen at −80 °C for further procedures.
2.3. PCR assays

To extract DNA, E. coli from 50 μl of overnight culture were pelleted, resuspended in 500 μl of sterile distilled water, and boiled for 20 min. Samples were then centrifuged at 14,000g for 10 min and the supernatants were stored at −20 °C until further use. Each DNA sample was subjected to a set of three multiplex PCR assays described in detail elsewhere [12]: the first assay utilizes primer pairs specific for st and lt genes of ETEC, and for the gene coding for E. coli β-glucuronidase (uidA), used as a control; assay 2 detects the presence of the eaeA and bfpA genes of EPEC, and assay 3 recognizes stx1 and stx2 of EHEC, and ial of EIEC.

Escherichia coli control strains E-A37 (ETEC st+/lt+) and E-F1 (EPEC eae+/bfpA+) were kindly provided by A. Caprioli (Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy), X6171 (EIEC ial+) was provided by R. Curtiss III (St. Louis, MO), and SS115 (EHEC eaeA+/stx1/stx2- and the non-pathogenic E. coli HB101 were from our own collection.

All oligonucleotide primers were obtained from a commercial source (Life Technologies, Inc.). For each multiplex reaction 1 μl of DNA preparation was amplified in a 25 μl volume containing 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.8), 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 Triton X-100, 200 μmol of each desoxyribonucleotide, 10 pmol of each primer and 0.5 units of DynaZyme thermostable DNA polymerase (FynnZymes, Oy, Finland). A single cycling protocol was used for all multiplex PCR assays, with the following parameters: denaturation for 5 min at 94 °C, then 30 cycles of amplification (denaturation 1 min at 94 °C, annealing 1 min at 58 °C and extension 1 min at 72 °C). Amplified samples were electrophoresed on 1% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide (1μg/ml), and visualized by UV transillumination.

2.4. Adhesion to epithelial cells

Epithelial HeLa cells were cultured in RPMI 1640, 10% FBS medium, in 24-well plates containing a round coverslip inside each well. Overnight grown bacteria were washed in PBS buffer, resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium and added to washed cell cultures at a 50:1 ratio. After 3 h of incubation the coverslips were washed, stained with Giemsa for microscopic observation of adhesive patterns, and classified as displaying localized (LA), aggregative (Agg) or diffuse (DA) adhesion [13].

2.5. In vitro cell cytotoxicity assay

VERO and CHO cells were cultured as described above. Bacteria were grown in LB broth overnight and centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 15 min. Supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 μm millipore filter and added to the washed cell cultures in a 96-well plates at 1:20 ratio with culture medium. The effect of bacterial supernatant was observed after 24, 48 and 72 h. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

3. Results

Rotavirus antigens were detected in 18.2% of symptomatic (100/548) and in 5% of asymptomatic children (19/380), p < 0.0001. Parasites were identified in 37.8% of cases (207/548) and in 56.8% of healthy controls (216/380), and their presence as a whole was not statistically associated with diarrhea. In the group of 548 children with diarrhea, a total of 375 E. coli (68.4%) were found, and from the 380 healthy controls 128 (33.7%) isolates were obtained (p < 0.0001), indicating an alteration of intestinal flora in the first group. All E. coli isolates were subjected to three multiplex PCR tests to assess their genotypic profile of pathogenicity and all 503 generated positive uidA results, confirming species identification. Of the 503 E. coli, 298 showed a potentially pathogenic phenotype or genotype, of which 229 (41.8%) came from symptomatic and 69 (18.1%) came from asymptomatic children, as shown in Table 1(A). Statistical analysis indicates that the difference between the two groups was highly significant (p < 0.0001).

According to the PCR results for identification of virulence genes, 37 pathogenic strains were detected, of these 18 were ETEC (1.9%), 16 were EPEC (1.7%), and three were EIEC (0.3%). No strains belonging to the EHEC pathotype were recovered. Six ETEC strains (four from diarrhea cases and two from controls) showed both LT and ST determinants. The sole presence of the gene for ST toxin was revealed in three strains and that of LT toxin in 9 strains. Nine out of 16 enteropathogenic E. coli were classified as atypical EPEC, since they lack the bfpA gene. All EPEC showed localized adhesion to HeLa cells, while atypical EPEC (eae+/bfpA−) showed a diffuse adherence pattern. Only three ial positive strains (EIEC) were found, all isolated among symptomatic children.

Adhesion tests on HeLa cells of the E. coli that tested negative for virulence genes in PCR, showed 67 aggregative patterns indicative of EAEC strains. Of these 50 (9.1%) were isolated from Group 1 and 17 (4.5%) from Group 2, with a statistically significant difference (p = 0.0067). A total of 167 strains, 125 (22.8%) from controls and 42 (11%) from cases, showed diffuse adhesion, indicative of DAEC strains (p < 0.0001) (Table 1(A)). All data have been also analyzed considering only E. coli strains isolated from children without other intestinal pathogens, as shown in Table 1(B). To better understand the effective correlation between EAEC and
DAEC isolates with diarrhea, we analyzed their association with other pathogens (parasites and rotavirus) in stools. Regarding EAEC, 26 (4.7%) isolates from symptomatic and 6 (1.6%) isolates from asymptomatic children resulted not associated with other pathogens and this difference was highly significant (p = 0.0098). Regarding DAEC, the importance of which as cause of enteritis is still disputed, the number was reduced to 59 (10.8%) in cases and to 24 (6.3%) in controls, the difference being still significant (p = 0.0195).

Since cytotoxic _E. coli_ might be regarded as a potential agent of enteric diseases, we considered in this study 27 _E. coli_ isolates, that showed a supernatant mediated cytotoxicity on different cell lines as the unique pathogenic phenotype. The majority of cytotoxic _E. coli_ (23 isolates) was found in feces from children with diarrhea, and only four in feces from the control group (p = 0.0048). Analyzing the association of cytotoxic strains with other pathogens only nine _E. coli_ from the group of cases, and two from controls were not found to be associated and the numbers were not significant.

### 4. Discussion

The circulation of diarrheagenic _E. coli_ has been investigated in this study. A total of 928 children aged less than seven years, living in a deprived zone of Maputo, in Mozambique, has been divided in two groups, on the basis of the presence/absence of gastrointestinal symptoms. _E. coli_ have been isolated in a higher percentage of stools from children with diarrhea (68.4%), in comparison to asymptomatic ones (33.7%). It could be due, at least in part, to the modifications that occur in the intestinal environment during episodes of diarrhea, that can render it more favorable to _E. coli_ colonization [14]. On the other hand, the presence of diarrheagenic _E. coli_, that can be per se responsible of symptoms, could explain this significant difference. In fact we found potentially diarrheagenic _E. coli_ in 41.8% of symptomatic and in 18.1% of asymptomatic children.

PCR assays targeting virulence genes revealed a limited circulation of EPEC and ETEC, a rather rare presence of EIPEC and no EHEC strains among 375 _E. coli_ isolated from the children with diarrhea included in this study. Among the 18 enterotoxic _E. coli_, six possess genes for both ST and LT toxins, nine harbor only LT and three only ST genes, in agreement with the well-known variability pathogenic profile in ETEC strains [8]. Nine out of 16 EPEC isolates showed the absence of the _bfpA_ virulence factor, correlated to the expression of bundle forming pilus. These _E. coli_ show a diffuse rather than localized adhesion to target cells, in agreement with other results showing that the phenotype, known as atypical EPEC, might still be able to adhere to the intestinal mucosa and to cause diarrhea [8]. Atypical EPEC are now predominant in industrial countries, while typical EPEC are more frequently isolated in developing countries [15]. However, some recent reports indicate an increased isolation of atypical EPEC also in developing countries such as Brazil [15] and South Africa, where 28.2% of the strains isolated from children with diarrhea possess the _eae_, but not the _bfpA_ gene [16]. In the present study atypical EPEC are about half of the total EPEC isolates, suggesting an epidemiological situation of transition in the survey area. The reason for this transition is not clear, but it may be related to changes in living conditions and feeding habits. In fact, typical EPEC are not found in animals, suggesting that humans are the only reservoir for this pathotype. On the contrary, most atypical pathotypes have been isolated from different animal species including cattle, rabbits, dogs and monkeys, thus supporting the reservoir hypothesis for animals that live in close association with humans or are used as food resources. It would be very useful to compare human and animal strains isolated in the area of the study by molecular epidemiology tools.

The absence of EHEC strains is not surprising since this pathotype is not frequently isolated in Southern Africa, although one of the largest outbreaks of O157 EHEC occurred in Swaziland in 1992 [17]. In addition,
in other parts of Africa and in non-epidemic settings, EHEC appears to be more frequent in adults rather than in children [18].

Only in the 15.6% of children examined (20.0% for the symptomatic and 9.2% for the asymptomatic group), *E. coli* was the only potentially pathogenic microorganism observed, while in the majority of subjects the bacterium was associated with one or more infective agents such as viruses (Rotavirus), protozoa (*Giardia intestinalis*, *Cryptosporidium* and *Entamoeba histolytica*) and helminthes (*Ascaris lumbricoides*, *Trichuris trichiura* and *Strongyloides* spp.). The fact that both symptomatic and asymptomatic children were found to be highly infected by enteropathogens, in some cases with multiple presences, depicts the poor environmental hygiene of the area under study and the inhabitants’ low income that cannot guarantee standard health conditions for children.

In general, the aggregative pattern of adhesion is a strong evidence of the EAEC pathotype. The presence of 67 strains (13.3% of total sample) showing aggregative phenotype on epithelial cells, indicates that the most frequent pathogenic *E. coli* present in the population under study is enteroc-aggregative. This is in agreement with worldwide evidence that EAEC is emerging as a significant enteric pathogen, responsible for acute and persistent diarrhea and concurrent cause of malnutrition and growth defects in children [19]. Several reports from Sub-Saharan Africa indicate that EAEC is endemic among children within communities [20–22]. In this study, the presence of EAEC is significantly associated to symptoms of enteritis; this significance is maintained in the isolates not associated with other pathogens, such as rotavirus and/or parasites. This finding indicates a prominent role of this pathotype in children with diarrhea, also in Mozambique.

Cytotoxicity is generally shown by EHEC pathotypes. Interestingly, we observed cell detachment in HeLa cultures and toxicity in VERO and CHO epithelial cells in isolates without correlation with any major pathogenic genotype. This could be due to the presence of secreted enterotoxins such as CNF (cytoxin necrotic factor), CDT (cytotoxic distending toxin) [8], PET (plasmid encoded toxin) [23] and ClyA cytotoxin protein [24] or other unknown factors related to cell cytotoxicity. Further investigation is required in order to assess the pathogenicity of these strains and their potential role as cause of diarrhea in children.

The results of this study indicate that potentially pathogenic *E. coli* are widely present among the population of children studied. Apart from DAEC whose pathogenic role in diarrhea is still being questioned, EAEC is the predominant *E. coli* pathotype in circulation. This should be taken into consideration for health intervention purposes since EAEC can give debilitating long term consequences particularly in vulnerable groups such as children and immuno-deficient individuals.

Identification is an important task also in an African setting and needs an integrated approach, including both phenotyping and genotyping for the characterization of potentially pathogenic *E. coli* in diarrhea. In addition, molecular epidemiology [25] and phylogrouping [26] could better clarify the spreading and circulation of community acquired, pathogenic *E. coli*. Therefore, to support enteric disease control programs in the developing countries, there is an urgent need for simpler and cheaper techniques for the study of diarrheagenic *E. coli*.
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